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Motivation

▪ Solving linear systems Ax = b is a standard computational problem.

▪ Quantum algorithms for linear systems [1, 2] have huge overhead [3].

▪ Can we hope to do anything (useful) in the near-term?
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HHL [1] QSVE Linear Solver [2]4x4 linear system
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VQLS: Algorithm Overview

▪ The Variational Quantum Linear Solver (VQLS) can be run on 
near-term processors.

VQLS can serve as an interesting problem-specific benchmark for near-term 
quantum computers.
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VQLS: Algorithm Overview

▪ Computing the cost function is DQC1-hard.

▪ Heuristic results for scaling in:

Condition number of input matrix Desired precision of solution
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VQLS: Results from Rigetti Aspen-4

▪ To run on QPUs, we use the effective Hamiltonian approach

▪ We looked at a linear system on 3-5 
qubits on Aspen-4

• Able to successfully solve the linear 
systems on Aspen-4



Results on Rigetti Aspen-7



Experiments

1. Cost landscape with no entanglement, 3 qubit LS
2. Optimization with entanglement, 3 qubit LS
3. Cost landscape with no entanglement, 5 qubit LS
4. Optimization with entanglement, 5 qubit LS
5. Ising model LS, 8-10 qubits



Three qubit linear system

Cost landscape matches (noiseless) simulator quite well.



Three qubit linear system

Add entangling gates to ansatz:

Solution to LS is representable by 
ansatz.

CZ gates increase noise.
Start near optimal parameters



Five qubit linear system

Cost landscape still matches (noiseless) simulator well, as for 3 qubits



Five qubit linear system

Cost vs iteration, start with optimal parameters found by landscape search



Five qubit linear system

Add entangling gates to ansatz.

Vertical shift in cost notably higher 
than for 3 qubit system



Ising model linear system

Consider the linear system formed by the transverse field Ising model:

Why? For small J, solution can be represented by MPS.

We choose                            



Ising model linear system: 8 qubits

Optimization on hardware matches 
noiseless simulator very well.

Able to solve a 256 x 256 linear system.



Ising model linear system: 8 qubits

Parameter evolution over optimization iterations



Ising model linear system: 10 qubits

Optimization on hardware for 10 qubits 
also matches simulator very well.

Able to solve a 1024 x 1024 LS.
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Conclusions

❏ Product ansatze perform well on Aspen-7 for variational algorithms
❏ Up to 10 qubits demonstrated here

❏ Outlook on VQLS:
❏ Bottleneck: how difficult it is to prepare the solution (same for all 

variational algorithms).
❏ VQLS can likely scale on hardware to 100s of qubits for product states.
❏ For general linear systems, a (hardware) efficient ansatz may not be 

plausible, and VQLS may not perform well.
❏ Although there may be many terms in the effective Hamiltonian, 

truncation + simultaneous measurements provide very good 
approximations.
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Future applications of VQLS

❏ Solving linear systems has many applications beyond benchmarking:
❏ (Partial) differential equations
❏ Machine learning
❏ Spectral graph theory, etc.

❏ With VQLS, we can potentially solve large (2^50 on 50 qubits) linear 
systems in the (very) near-term if:
❏ Their solutions x can be represented by low-depth ansatze.
❏ Training time is not too bad (see previous scaling heuristics).
❏ The number of terms in the effective Hamiltonian is not too large.

This can lead to advantage if no classical computer can do the same.
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